Sample employee newsletter messages.

Did you travel to a meeting this month?
  Was it a good use of your time?
  Or, as you were driving, were you thinking about all of the things you needed to be doing?

Did you miss a meeting outside of the facility because you just couldn’t get away for that long?
  You could probably find the hour for them meeting to squeeze out of your schedule but NOT the three hours it was going to take you to get to and from the meeting location?

Have you considered using the telehealth technology instead?
  Ask your meeting organizers and team leaders to consider this option in the future.

Call us at 555-1212. We would be happy to answer any questions!
  — Your Telehealth Team (Frank, Susan, and Nancy)

Do you have a meeting this month, but you don’t really want to be out on the winter roads?
Do you have a meeting that could be cancelled because of an expected snow storm?
Do you have a patient that is going to cancel their appointment because the weather is predicted to get bad tomorrow?

If the answer to any of these questions is “yes”, then call the telehealth team at 555-1212. We would be happy to help you resolve these challenges and answer any other questions you may have!
  — Your Telehealth Team (Frank, Susan, and Nancy)